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Town of Bolton, Vermont Planning Commission Report in accordance with VSA Title 24, Chapter 117, 
Subchapter 9, §4441(c). 

Amendments to Land Use & Development Regulations for the Town of Bolton, VT 
Adopted by the Selectboard on May 3, 2021 

 
PURPOSE: 
The purpose of the bylaw is to implement the Bolton Town Plan and to carry out the overall goals and 
vision of that plan. This bylaw also furthers the purposes of the Vermont Planning and Development Act, 
Title 24 V.S.A Chapter 117 (the Act) to promote the health, safety and general welfare of the inhabitants 
of Bolton, Vermont. 
 
EXPLANATION: 
The following is a summary of proposed amendments to the Land Use & Development Regulations for 
the Town of Bolton, VT adopted by the Selectboard on May 3, 2021. 
 
The proposed amendments conform with or further the goals contained in the Bolton Town Plan. The 
regulations have been revised to provide additional clarity and to provide mandatory, enforceable 
language. The zoning map has been revised to incorporate the recommendation of the Bolton Valley 
Master Plan and to increase consistency within district boundaries.  This includes creation of a new 
Resort Mixed Use and Resort Recreation zoning district.  A Resort Master Plan development review 
process has been added to the regulation to specifically regulate resort uses.  A new enforcement 
section has been added to provide a municipal ticketing option for zoning enforcement. Several changes 
in the document have been made to ensure compliance with state statute. 
 
The proposed amendments are compatible with the proposed future uses and densities outlined in the 
Bolton Town Plan. Major areas of proposed amendments are listed below: 
 
Article I – Authority and Purpose 

(1) Amended Table 1.1. to include the Resort Master Plan process.  
 
Article II – Zoning Districts 

(1) Added Resort Mixed Use District and Resort Recreation District to the list of zoning districts 
(Section 2.1) 

(2) Added a new subsection under Section 2.2 to explain the differences between types of uses and 
structures.  This section also allows applicants to seek approval for an undefined use via 
conditional use approval.  

(3) Removed agriculture and forestry from the list of “permitted” and “conditional” use in each 
zoning district table.  These uses are exempt uses.  

(4) Added a new purpose statement, revised permitted and conditional uses, revised dimensional 
standards, and added supplemental district standards for the Resort Mixed Use District (Table 
2.2).  

(5) Added a new purpose statement, revised permitted and conditional uses, revised dimensional 
standards, and added supplemental district standards for the Resort Residential District (Table 
2.3).  

(6) Added a new purpose statement, revised permitted and conditional uses, revised dimensional 
standards, and added supplemental district standards for the Resort Recreation District (Table 
2.4).  
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(7) Revised the purpose statement for the Conservation District to include references to other 
districts (Table 2.8).  

(8) Removed a supplemental district standard for the Village, Rural I, Rural II, and Forest District 
that stated that all non-residential uses are subject to site plan review.  This standard is not 
needed and duplicates language in Section 5.1.  

(9) Some land uses have been consolidated in each Table. “Inn” and “Hotel” uses have been 
combined into “Lodging Facility” in all applicable zoning districts.  “Alpine Ski Facility” and 
“Nordic Ski Facility” have been combined into a “Ski Facility” use in all applicable zoning districts.  

 
Article III – General Regulations 

(1) Included language in Section 3.1 that requires the stabilization of damaged structures that are 
hazardous to public health and safety, or to adjoining properties, structures or uses. The 
timeline and permitting requirements for the repair or reconstruction of damaged structures 
has been amended. 

(2) Clarified in Section 3.6 that the standard restricting each lot to one principal use or structure 
on a single lot shall not apply to any developed associated with a Resort Master Plan.  

(3) Redefined the timeline in Section 3.8 for the reestablishment of a nonconforming use and 
created new restrictions for the reestablishment of a nonconforming structure. 

(4) Created exceptions in Section 3.10 to the prohibition of more than three unregistered vehicles 
and removed the screening requirement for unregistered vehicles. 

(5) Clarified in Section 3.11 that the on-site parking waiver standard applies to Resort Master 
Plans. 

(6) Amended the Signs section (Section 3.14) to refer to the Resort Mixed Use and Resort 
Recreation District under the specific “Resort District” sign standard and created new 
restrictions for temporary signs advertising fairs, expositions and special events. 

(7) Substantially reorganized the steep slopes section (Section 3.16).  Revisions also now allow for 
some limited administrative approval of development impacting steep slopes.   

(8) Revised the surface water & wetlands standards (Section 3.17).  A standard restricting stream 
alteration, and a standard about septic design, were both removed because the issues were not 
under municipal jurisdiction. A standard that linked municipal wetland setback standards based 
on State wetland conditional use determinations was also removed in order to clarify the 
independent jurisdictions of the municipality and the state over wetlands regulation. The 
vegetated setback standard between a surface water and/or wetland and development was 
reduced from one-half to one-third of the full setback standard.  Exemptions for a primitive 
footpath to a surface water and for the removal of invasive species were both added to the 
regulation.  

 
Article IV – Specific Use Standards 

(1) Section 4.6 was amended to reflect the consolidation of “Inn” and “Hotel” into a single use: 
“Lodging Facility.” 

(2) A title was added to Table 4.5 in Section 4.17 – Public Facilities.  
(3) Added a specific use standard for Resort uses (Section 4.18). The standard requires a Resort 

Master Plan for all resort uses.  
 
Article V – Development Review 

(1) Clarified that Resort Master Plan replaces the need for site plan review when utilized (Section 
5.1).  
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(2) Added references to Resort Mixed Use and Resort Recreation district references to the Site Plan 
Review section (Section 5.3). 

(3) Added a new statutory requirement stating that multi-unit residential dwellings cannot be 
denied in conditional use review based on “character of the area” (Section 5.4).  

  
Article VI – Subdivision Review Procedures 
No substantial changes proposed.  
 
Article VII – Subdivision Review Standards 

(1) Added a reference to the Resort Mixed Use and Resort Recreation districts to the General 
Standards (Section 7.2). 

(2) Removed the ability to seek modifications from the subdivision standards in the Resort Mixed 
Use and Resort Residential District (Section 7.3) 

 
Article VIII – Planned Development [PRDs, PUDs] 

(1) Clarified that PRDs and PUDs are not allowed in the Resort Mixed Use District (Section 7.1).  
 
Article IX – Administration & Enforcement 

(1) Included Resort Master Plan approval in the list of permits and approvals in Section 9.1. 
(2) Clarified the difference between local exemptions and state exemptions in Section 9.2 and 

redefined the exemption for outdoor recreational facilities. 
(3) Clarified that Certificates of Occupancy are only needed for principal structures that are heated 

(Section 9.4).  
(4) Fully revised the Violations and Enforcement section (Section 9.7).  This includes adding an 

option for municipal ticketing for zoning violations.  
(5) Added Section 9.9 to establish a process for administratively approved boundary line 

adjustments. 
 
Article X – Definitions 

(1) Revised the following definitions (Section 10.2): 
a. Community Facility 
b. Health Care Facility 
c. Warming Hut 

 
(2) Added the following definitions (Section 10.2): 

a. Backcountry Cabin 
b. Landscaping 
c. Lodging Facility 
d. Motor Vehicle 
e. Primitive Campground 
f. Resort 
g. Ski Facility 
h. Special Event 
i. Structural Alteration 
j. Temporary Use 

 
(3) The following definitions were deleted: 

a. Alpine Ski Facility 
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b. Hotel 
c. Inn 
d. Nordic Ski Facility 

 
Article XI – Resort Master Plan 

(1) Added a new application type and development review process specifically for Resort uses.  The 
intent is simplify development review for Resort uses after the adoption of a Master Plan. This 
article outlines application requirements, development review process, standards, and 
conditions. 

 
Zoning District Summary Table 

(1) Updated to reflect changes to uses. 
 

Zoning Map 
(1) Added a new Resort Mixed Use District to replace the Resort Village District. Expanded the 

district to include the area around the Timberline Quad.  
(2) Revised the district boundaries of the Resort Residential Districts to remove the area around the 

Timberline Quad. 
(3) Added a new Resort Recreation District in the place of the Forest District in the vicinity of the 

Bolton Valley Resort.  
(4) Added recently subdivided parcels to the Village District and cleaned up district boundary line. 
(5) Rezoned a portion of a lot on Duxbury Rd from Conservation to Rural I for consistency.  

 
Zoning Setback Reduction Table 

(1) Updated to reflect the change in zoning district names.  
 
PUNCTUATION, WORDING, AND FORMATS HAVE CHANGED TO INCREASE 
CLARITY AND FUNCTION OF THESE REGULATIONS. 
 
CONFORMANCE AND IMPLEMENTATION: 
The proposed Land Use & Development Regulations for the Town of Bolton, VT conform with and 
further the goals and policies contained in the Bolton Town Plan including all goals and policies 
pertaining to the availability of safe and affordable housing. This change has no detrimental effect upon, 
and is entirely compatible with, the proposed future land uses and densities of the Bolton Town Plan. 
The proposed changes do not inhibit nor carry out any specific proposals for any planned community 
facilities. 
 


